John and Mary Wagner Family Farm  
(a.k.a “The Other Place”)  

Township: Adams  
Established: 1940s  
Owner: John and Mary Wagner  
Operator: Keith Schroeder, Beck Brothers  
Grow/Raise: Corn and Soybeans  
Past Grown/Raised: Corn, Soybeans, Wheat, Black Angus Steers, Hogs, Oats, and Alfalfa  
Brand of Equipment: Oliver, John Deere  
Generations: Going into the Fourth  

There was a fire on this farm in 1959 but it didn’t take long for everything to be rebuilt with the house, barns, silos, and pond being added. The Wagner family takes the most pride in keeping the whole farm in good condition, so it looks nice. A few lasting memories of this farm are watching the family grow up on the farm, 4-H projects, and putting a Christmas tree on top of the silos in December.